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Student Attributes Defined: 

The College recognises that Education is not just the collection of fragmented pieces of 

knowledge and its purpose is to achieve the all-round perfection of the student including 

his physical, emotional and the moral aspects. Inculcating and achieving Student 

Attributes is an attempt to achieve this dream.  

 

Student Attributes are those essential traits that a student masters along with his 

graduate outcomes by virtue of his active participation in co-curricular and 

extracurricular activities such as clubs, sports and institutional administration. They are 

considered the essential by-products of education. Though Student Attributes are 

slightly different from the academic skills which are reckoned in terms of marks or 

grades, they help students come out successful in their profession and life and hence 

deserve to be given their due weightage.  

Student Attributes Recognised 

The college has recognised the following competencies as part of student attributes. 

They are Inquisitiveness, Industry, Involvement, Entrepreneurship, Leadership, 

Motivation, Problem Solving, Willingness to Learn, Citizenship, Integrity and 

trustworthiness. Further, priority is also given to attitude, Aptitude, Family Support, 

Social Participation, and Attributes such as responsibility, honesty etc.   

 

Student Attributes Assessed in CIA: 

The Student Attributes are given 50% priority in the Continuous Internal Assessment 

conducted during every semester. Each of the teacher selected attributes for the class is 

tested and evaluated under Indirect Assessment for 20 marks out of 40 awarded for the 

CIA which will go into his final evaluation for the award of degree. These attributes 

include seminars, Project Works quiz competitions, assignments, debates or group 

discussions.  

 

Student Attributes Rewarded by Credits: 

The Government College (Autonomous), Rajahmundry recognises and promotes the 

acquisition of Student Attributes by conferring Credits to the students who have 

successfully participated in them.  In addition to the 120 credits every graduate student 

has to acquire by the end of his degree, he/she has to acquire at least 5 extra credits out 

of the 10 allotted to various graduate attributes. The College has identified the following 

10 attributes for award of 01 credit each for participation. They are NCC, NSS, District 

level participation in Sports, Games, Cultural and Literary events, Project Works, 

Community Services, Institutional Support, Winners of Endowment prizes, Group 

Toppers, Attendance above 90%.  

 

 



Student Attributes Promoted through Pedagogical Tools: 

The college has developed pedagogical tools that help a teacher promote active 

participation of the student in activities like elicitation, conducting debates, classroom 

seminars, Group Discussions, Conducting surveys, interviewing people and 

participation in academic activities like elocution Competitions, Essay Writing 

competitions, and Quiz Competitions held within and without the institution and 

cultural activities such as music, song, dance, drama, skits, mime etc. social service 

activities such as participation in NSS and NCC and as volunteers in Public Awareness 

Campaigns, and festivals and fairs.  

 

 


